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Abstract
Instruments shape research and determine which discoveries are made.
Considering spin observables as carriers of information on nonpertur-
bative QCD dynamics of hadronic reactions, we examine the relevance
of amplitude analysis for the design goals of high intensity hadron
facilities. New instrumental goals emerge: Hadron facility dedicated
to continous measurements of spin observables and to cummulative
production of computer images of scattering amplitudes over a broad
kinematic region in a variety of hadronic reactions with two-body or
three-body nal states.The facility is viewed as a single instrument
and termed spinoscope. We propose that JHP operates as the rst
spinoscope to advance our knowledge of nonperturbative QCD and
hadron dynamics at intermediate energies.
* Contributed paper to the International Symposium on Nuclear and Particle Physics with
High Intensity Proton Accelerators, INS, Tokyo, Japan, December 3{6, 1996.
The idea of amplitude analysis - construction of scattering amplitudes from a
set of measured spin observables - was introduced by Bethe in 1958.1 In 1972, van
Rossum and his group at Saclay measured recoil nucleon polarization in p ! p
at 6 GeV/c and performed the rst amplitude analysis in a reaction of elemen-
tary particles.2 Their result forced major revisions of all Regge Models. In 1978
the Saclay group reported the rst amplitude analysis of KN CEX reactions, also
at 6 GeV/c.3 The structure of A2-exchange amplitudes was found dierent from
all revised models. A more dicult amplitude analysis of pp->pp at 6 GeV/c was
reported by Yokosawa and his group at Argonne in 1985.4 The results conrmed
our basic lack of understanding of hadron dynamics. On both occassions no new
revisions of Regge Models were even attempted. The work by Saclay and Argonne
groups established rmly the need for experimental knowledge of hadronic ampli-
tudes
The signicance of spin observables can be appreciated by the following exam-
ple. Consider pN CEX reaction described by helicity nonflip and flip amplitudes
H0 and H1. It can be shown that
H0 = [(1− P +R) + iA]K
H1 = [A+ i(1− P −R)]K








where  = d=dt and γ is a certain phase.5 This representation shows that apart
from the common factor K, the spin observables are the real and imaginary parts
of the helicity amplitudes. Unpolarized measurements do not even determine the
factor K.
Over the past several years there has been a growing concensus that spin ob-
servables are carriers of information on nonperturbative QCD dynamics. At any
energy some 99% of cross-section is not accessible to perturbative QCD. To under-
stand the nonperturbative hadron dynamics we need to see the structures in the
real and imaginary parts of helicity amplitudes. We need spin measurements.
Isolated polarization data can provide only useful constraints on theoretical
models or checks on symmetry principles. In contrast, systematic measurements
of spin observables can provide, quite literally, a new look at hadron reactions.
In a complete experiment all amplitudes can be determined in the given bin. In
an incomplete experiment selected moduli and phases can also be determined. In
\scanning" experiments all or some amplitudes can be gradually visualized over a
broad kinematic region using computer generated images. The high flux beams at
hadron facilities and fast data aquisition systems enable to achieve small statistical
errors required for a useful image synthesis.
This technique of amplitude imaging of hadronic reactions will enable to vi-
sualize the structures in amplitudes as a function of energy, momentum transfer
and various invariant masses in reactions with with two-body or three-body nal
states. The local and large-scale structures observed in the \landscape" picture
of amplitudes reflect the nonperturbative hadron dynamics. The analysis of these
structures will lead to new insights and new concepts in hadron dynamics and to
discoveries of new hadron resonances on level of spin amplitudes, advancing hadron
spectroscopy.
Experiments with spin integrate many complex components: Polarized ion
sources, cascade accelerators, polarized proton beams, high quality meson beams,
polarized targets, polarimeters, large acceptance detectors, advanced data acquisi-
tion technology, computers for scientic visualization, detailed spin formalism, etc.
In an integrated view we can think of this large complex as a single instrument
for continous measurement of spin observables and gradual production of visuals
of these observables and amplitudes in hadronic reactions. We may refer to such a
dedicated spin facility with a single term - spinoscope.5 This concept is suggested
by the converging co-evolution of the many technologies that comprise its parts.
We propose that the design goals of the Japanese Hadron Project be extended
to operate as a dedicated and advanced spin physics facility and to become the
rst spinoscope. Instead of sporadic and random spin experiments we advocate a
systematic and continous exploration of large variety of reactions with two-body and
three-body nal states and their amplitude imaging for advanced study of hadron
dynamics. In the past experiments with spin invariably provided great suprises.
Thus we can anticipate with condence that the frontier spin physics at JHP will
greatly change and expand our knowledge of fundamental interactions of matter.
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